Meeting #4 Minutes (5-29-22)
CHECK-INS:
● Avian: contacting someone for recertification/course flip, calling on Tuesday; getting in
contact with FSUPD to get them in the loop.
○ trying to get website uploaded
○ Need to get in contact with the homecoming committee
● Alexa: need to make a new graphic along with the new tier list/level; Natalie/Alexis,
coordinate with me
○ Once we have the new sponsor card we can start with the next
○ Next step is to start making calls and letters to find sponsors: assistant members
contact me to get started
● Alexis: I’ve updated bios and headshots; someone beat me to the registration links
○ Goal in the next week is to start reaching out to other chapters/SED
○ Natalie and I are going to start planning hype videos/car race animation
● Jordan: I looked over last year’s route, mapped out where pep bands and water tables
should go, would like to start coordination of placements
○ Would like to have powerade on standby in case we have people break down
○ Want to have remind for volunteers, group me’s for each group (water tables,
route guides, pep bands) want to have an “orientation” for volunteers to iron out
bumps
○ Meeting with Wyatt to discuss 5k packing service; Pre-race day service
requirement to be included for all brothers for service hour reqs
○ Assistant Members to assist volunteer manager with this
● Alexea: website is finished
○ next step is finding an affordable race and bib system, current ones looking at are
rather pricey - price discussion for in-person and virtual
● Special Guest John Justice, Treasurer: we can potentially get SGA funding, first two or
three years of 5k we’ve gotten funding
○ With SGA funding, main goal is to be able to donate more to the band; must have
SGA logo associated with MC5K, similar to sponsor treatment
○ A big issue is asking for funding on time, written proposal/process of asking for
funding could be incorporated into the sponsor manager/treasurer roles
○ Think about how much more we give to chiefs or if we have to give it all to chiefs
○ If we want to raise prices, we need to stay consistent
● Facebook event page can go up; website takes priority
○ First day of registration discount code
● Event parking discussion; different options to make sure people don’t get ticketed,
possibly reserving lots? Follow what FSUPD says
Reach out to FSU Homecoming
Stay up to date with the calendar

